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Welcome to the Autumn edition.
Since the last newsletter we had the sad news that
former member Pete Palmer died – an appreciation is included in Club Notes.
We are now getting very close to our AGM, now scheduled for 1st November. A separate notice
is being sent for that, but I have included a brief preview in Club Notes here.
There was some debate about which layout would be presented at our 2017 show, but the
choice – Cheriton - was made for us doubly, by Dick’s plans for supporting layouts (space) and
by Model Rail asking if they could do an article on it. See my further note under the Cheriton
in the Layouts section.
In this issue:
Club Notes: Pete Palmer, our AGM, 2017 show, Richard Harper, test layout, view of another club
Layouts: the latest updates for each, with progress on all fronts
Timetable: Club timetable, forthcoming railway events and local steam trains
Members’ Matters: Julian Sprott’s S&C, Bern (and me) give an update on the Finchley signal box
Traffic: notes on the local rail scene.
Notice Board: Projects, suggestions, and hints & tips
And finally: Lavatorial matters

The Picture
Class L1 number 67714 is shown passing the cattle dock at Aylesbury with a single ex-LMS CCT.
The view shows an interesting array of tit-bits for modelling the goods yard, with all manner of
outbuildings; I reckon I count 8!
The loco history seems intriguing. One would have assumed allocation to Neasden shed, but the
information I have to hand suggests it was allocated to Norwich, Lowestoft, back to Norwich and
then Stratford in the 1950s before withdrawal in December 1960.
(I see a certain Nigel Pitt is credited with correcting the location for this image on the web! –
picture with approval, copyright and thanks to, Steve-banks.org)

Alan Cooper
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CLUB NOTES
Peter ‘Pete’ Palmer
Since the last Newsletter we have lost one of our former and country members
with the passing of Pete Palmer.
Pete was a member for many years and despite moving away from the area
still called in on occasions and was a regular visitor to our exhibitions where he
would spend most of the day viewing the exhibits and catching up with
members both old and new.
Whilst a member Pete was renowned for his purchasing of new and second hand locomotives and stock
and equally for his sales of items when he changed his mind and switched from one gauge to another
He will be missed for his humour and sociable, outgoing nature. Our condolences to his family and
friends. RIP Pete
AGM
As mentioned in the introduction, the AGM is now not far off and we can debate the delights of the
constitution.
As promised I issued a draft copy in July and I’ve had a few comments back since – the
calling notice for the AGM will include an agenda which will highlight proposed changes.
The constitution is the principles of our Society and so can never be a ‘cover all’ document, but I
believe you have all done a fantastic job in helping review & suggest updates to the point where I
strongly believe it’s now in a position to adopt at the AGM with only a little debate. It’s important we
do so in order to move on.
Anything potentially not in the constitution now should in all likelihood be covered by the operation of
our committee. In the constitution we have said this will be six people; Chair, Secretary, Treasurer
and three committee members, with Exhibition Manager as a co-opted role. All current incumbents
have said they are willing to stand for re-election, but the floor is open for anyone to stand. It’s your
Society and the opportunity for you to be more closely involved – I look forward to your nominations!
2017 EBMRS Show
For space reasons we are showing Cheriton Bishop again in 2017. This has the advantage of requiring
fewer operators, but we shall still need to ensure operating knowledge in advance. At this stage we
know Pete Stanton is awaiting a heart bypass – best wishes, Pete - and Spencer is no longer with the
club, so we may be a couple of people fewer than expected.
We have taken the difficult decision to increase some admission prices, with adult admission now
£5.50. I’ve had a look at how this compares to other shows for around the current period, measuring
almost 60.
Price range
£2 to £3.50
£4 to £4.95
£5.00
£5.50 to £7
£8 to £12
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Planned number of layouts
Range
Average
6 to 20
12
4 to 20
12
8 to 31
17
14 to 30
20
25 to 40
31
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Average cost
per layout
£
0.24
£
0.34
£
0.29
£
0.31
£
0.31

Notes
One third of shows charge
£5, 43% are cheaper and 23%
more expensive.
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East Kent puts on the cheapest show, £2 for 12 layouts. The most expensive is Weston-Super-Mare for
a one day show at £6.50 (minimum 25 layouts, so good value), whereas Ally Pally is the most
expensive but best value 2 day show (£12 for 40 layouts). Corby is advertising a 2 day show for £4 but
currently advertises a minimum of only 4 layouts, by far the fewest layouts and least value I looked at.
So, including our show at £5.50 we may be (just) in the higher bracket for admission cost, but we still
provide good value per layout compared to many, especially when one considers the quality of show
Dick pulls together.
Richard Harper
Continuing with his Sidmouth World Tour comes the news Richard won Best Layout at Aylesbury
Scaleforum, a great accolade and very well done to him & his team.
Test Track
We haven’t yet had anyone volunteer to start this mini project, but I do still think there’s worth in
doing it. As a reminder the remit is to construct something on a board of 12” by 46”. There’s further
notes in Notice Board.
Another club’s story…
Whilst on holiday in Bouton-on-the-Water this year I took the opportunity to visit the local model
shop. Whilst they took the opportunity to empty my bank card I struck up conversation about local
model railway clubs. Nothing in Bourton itself, but not too far away is the Stratford & District Model
Railway Club, formed only in 2010 and I thought their short history interesting.
Initially meeting at a school community centre the membership started around 15 people but had
dropped to 5 regulars after only 5 months.
Some found the Sunday evening meets inconvenient, but
the main frustration was having to erect and dismantle the (donated) layout for every session.
With this the Club moved to The Mary Arden pub in Wilmcote in late 2010, staying there for only a
year before moving again to Stratford-on-Avon Bowls Club, in their skittles room. Unfortunately this
perpetuated their frustration at having to dismantle the layout every week, and so they negotiated
use of part of the Bowls Club equipment room. Even this was insufficient with some expansion within
their Club, so further negotiations procured half the equipment room (17’ by 16’) in return for tidying
it all up, erecting a partition and arranging for members to be members of the Bowls Club in return
for electric usage. This allowed twice a week meetings, but was cold and damp in the winter and so
with this, and expansion in mind again, in March 2016 they decided to move once more!
Having seen an advert in the press they moved to a room in Bearly in April – 780sq feet, about 50%
more space than our club. So in 6 short years they have effectively occupied 6 different homes, and
are now “advertising by all means possible” for new members to help spread the costs beyond the 6 yes six! - members as noted on Facebook. I suspect that’s quite a commitment for each of them, but
good luck to them too.
Modelling Tips
I have recently seen a tip on track conductivity and included the basics of it under ‘Notice Board’. If
anyone has any other brief tips to share, send them in !

Alan Cooper
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AYLESBURY TOWN
A map of Aylesbury dated 1966 has been provided to Robert (“if only I’d had that earlier”) and he’s
been projecting the image onto the board to map out the scenic elements of the layout along with
checking the track plan. In fact he’s identified some adjustments he’ll be making to the bay and shed
areas.
Some additional bracing has been added to the layout’s
legs to reduce wobble and the team has identified a way
to further brace the key points in the frames that were
subject to occasional failure of the glued joints.
Michael has volunteered to investigate old timetables to
complement what Nigel has already pulled together,
whilst Simon is using his business knowledge to research
buildings.
The backscene alignment has been drawn on and a good
proportion has been drilled to take supporting dowels for
the backscene itself.
Action list:
Baseboards
 Strengthen bracing to be completed
 Review for signs of damage and maintain
alignments

Trestles
 Strengthen bracing to be completed
 Also continue to review for signs of damage.
 Bracing to prevent layout wobble is being investigated
Scenic work
 Building mock-ups will start shortly
 Mark up locations of all scenic elements
Future elements:
Electrics
 DCC control, allowing laptop and smartphone operation.
Track
 Lay fiddle yard track using existing supply of flexible track
 Track will be hand-made to code 40 in the scenic sections.

Alan Cooper
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FINCHLEY ROAD ST JOHNS WOOD
Dave Sutton had been fitting Tortoise point motors but has decided better progress would be made by
dedicating his Tuesday evenings to creating the final baseboards for Finchley in his home workshop –
he tells me it is quite some task, and could be into November before we see any results. He’s also
working on the beam suspension too.
Bern has accepted his ‘local authority warehouse’ is to be considerably larger than first planned, and
so it will form quite a dominant backdrop in its own right at the west end of the layout. Following on
from that we got the boards together and assessed where the service road would go through the yards
and mapped out where the coal yard and backscene would go. Jim has taken measurements to go
away and build the coal yard. In the meantime Simon has been to Finchley to photograph what may
be seen on the backscene.
Bern has been reviewing the track requirements for the fiddle boards and mapped out where
uncoupling magnets and loco lifts should go.
Dave Humphries has come up trumps with some further photographs of Finchley station, which we are
reviewing to assess any additions we may make to the existing buildings Bern made. See also
members’ Matters for an update on the Finchley signal box.
Action list, current & future considerations:
Baseboards
 Baseboard K requires a thorough check of track width settings at crossings, though for a short
period this board will be at Jim’s for him to work on electrics.
 When boards arrive from Dave we need to do alignments, fix cork underlay and plan track and
magnet alignments.
 Finalise trestle arrangement
 Transportation arrangements to be finalised
Controls & Electrics
 Continue fitting point motors and drop wires; Bob, me, Roy perhaps to have a go?
 Fiddle yard control box to be built
Track
 Point rodding has had a bit of a further investigation, with the nominal runs to points
identified. This plan needs refinement to ensure we know where the various cranks will go, a
key part of which will be the layout in front of the box which shall be visible to the punters.
Items to be identified and purchased.
 As we progress, the scenic side needs careful fixing of the 3rd & 4th rail to allow sufficient
clearances for stock.
 As fiddle yard boards progress we need to build points and lay plain track – from soldered
construction, not RTR track. Items yet to be purchased.
 Uncoupling magnet positions have been determined. Items yet to be purchased.
Presentation
 Jim has a plan for the lighting assembly using LED strips, but its attachment to the layout
needs working out (per above)
 The design concept allowed for a repeat signal diagram display at the front of the layout – we
have had initial discussions, it needs firming up.

Alan Cooper
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Finchley, continued…
Scenic work
 Platform buildings are complete but require painting. There will be a few outbuildings for the
yard to consider. The Electricity Works would be a nice addition but may not be practical; it
is big!
 The sub-structure for the raised scenic end of Finchley requires building, with the final
positioning of buildings to be considered.
 We have yet to work out how trains will exit stage ‘Willesden’; possibly a footbridge.
 A backscene will be required, demonstrating Finchley Road, a garage, the council yard and
housing and sports field beyond.

CHERITON BISHOP
Out of the blue has come the news that Cheriton is to be photographed for Model Rail magazine, in
late October. This means we need to get the layout up and prepared in advance, but on the day we
will restrict numbers in attendance so Chris Nevard has space to work.
We hope this will provide us with the opportunity for Model Rail to give us some pre-show publicity,
but timing is tight and we have no guarantee their publishing schedule will work in our favour.
Presentation
 Convert curtain to Velcro; the curtain requires a Velcro strip sewn onto the curtain and the
opposite strip fixed to the layout with a staple gun. Do we have a volunteer?

Alan Cooper
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SUTTON-ON-SEA
Bern has rebuilt the platform starter signals and they are now safely restored to the layout. Jim has
demonstrated his ‘simple’ gizmo for operating the signals using Mercontrol components, and how he
will get the platform route indicator to work for incoming trains. The generator required for this will
be of Frankenstein proportions! (and for Gene Wilder fans, that’s pronounced ‘Fronkensteen’ !)
I’m expecting a proper article from Jim for the next issue on how he’s gone about all this.

Action list
Baseboards
 The protective ends are being considered for renewal, but remain usable for now.
Electrics
 Investigate current control panel provision for signal operation and determine how to set up their
operation – Jim has started some work on this.
 Label switches to points for diagnostics, produce an overlay illustrating point numbers,
ensuring matched to naming convention under the boards
 Investigate practicalities of installing a control panel-powered push-button mic system;
Jim is considering this at the same time as the signals.
Scenic Work
 I have been working with John in particular about backscene painting – the ongoing transit damage
needs a constant watch
 Platform roof glazing bars need care – there are always some broken ones to resolve
Presentation
 Investigate improved clips for retaining lighting units to baseboard legs
Future Plans
 Bob has produced a plan for the potential docks extension, some notes and a full-size card mockup, which are at the club as a discussion point.

Alan Cooper
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CLUB TIMETABLE

4-Oct
11-Oct
18-Oct
Thu 20-Oct
25-Oct
1-Nov
8-Nov
15-Nov
22-Nov
29-Nov
6-Dec
13-Dec
20-Dec
27-Dec
2017
3-Jan
10-Jan
17-Jan
24-Jan
Sat 28-Jan &
Sun 29-Jan
31-Jan
7-Feb
14-Feb
Sat 18-Feb
21-Feb
28-Feb
7-Mar
14-Mar
21-Mar
28-Mar
4-Apr
2018
Sat 27-Jan &
Sun 28-Jan

Create space for & erect Cheriton

Alan Cooper
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Activity notes

Cheriton being photographed for Model Rail Magazine
Aylesbury may be put up for a few weeks
AGM evening
3 months to EBMRS show – consider advertising needs

Sutton up for maintenance and operation practice

Closed for Christmas? Target for Newsletter 19
Start to firm up show requirements & get posters & flyers out & about
Dismantle Sutton
Prep everything for Erith, erect Cheriton if time allows
Sutton at Erith Model Railway Show
Test and titivate Cheriton
Dismantle Cheriton
Prep for show, catering gear etc, and this week requires food shopping & cake baking
Cheriton Bishop at EBMRS show

Target for Newsletter 20

Cheriton Bishop at Erith Model Railway Show
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

04-Oct

19:30

LCGB

06-Oct

19:30

RCTS-MK

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

55 years of railway photography, part 1 – Les Nixon
Marylebone Out & Back - Ken Grainger

08-Oct

Model event

SW Herts model exhibition open day, Watford

08 & 09-Oct

Model event

Corby model railway show

08-Oct

Model event

08-Oct

Steam Train

09-Oct

Model event

March club open day
THE MAGNA CARTA - 60163: Kings Cross-Spalding-Lincoln-Newark-Kings
Cross
Garden & Woodland Railway, Thame

11-Oct

19:30

RCTS-C

On the route of the Midland Pullman - Richard Crane

12-Oct

19:30

RCTS-H

More Archive Films - Frank Banfield

15-Oct

Model event

Tad-Rail, Tring club show, Wing

15 & 16-Oct

Model event

National festival, Market Deeping club, Peterborough

18-Oct

19:30

LCGB

20-Oct

19:30

Steph. LS

25-Oct

14:00

RCTS-W

26-Oct

19:30

STS

26-Oct

19:30

HMRS

29-Oct

Model event

29-Oct

Steam Train

AGM and the Peter Bland Collection (Part 5) - Bryan Cross
Last Steam Up North – Jim Blake
London to Paris by Train - Michael Bunn
Buses – Roger Whitehead
TBA
Chiltern Hills Vintage Train Group - Classic Model Train Show,
Amersham
THE WHITE ROSE - 60009: Kings Cross-York and return

01-Nov

19:30

LCGB

Kettering to Cambridge Revisited - Robin Cullup

01-Nov

19:30

RCTS-MK

Branch AGM followed by Members' Presentations

03-Nov

19:30

RCTS-MK

Discontinued! Gaps in Britain's Rail Policy - Chris Austin

08-Nov

19:30

RCTS-C

09-Nov

19:30

RCTS-H

09-Nov

14:15

NLRHS

11-Nov

19:30

Model event

11-Nov
17-Nov

Steam Train
19:30

Steph. LS

19-Nov

Model event

26-Nov

Model event

26-Nov

Model event

29-Nov

14:00

RCTS-W

30-Nov

19:30

HMRS

30-Nov

19:30

STS

01-Dec
01-Dec

19:30

Letchworth MRS show, Arlesey
Bedfordshire 16mm Narrow Gauge Group - Steam in Beds 2016, Eaton
Bray
Blue Diesel Days - Mike Robinson
TBA
Peter Bland Collection part 5 – Bryan Cross

Steam Train

THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS - 46201: Kings Cross-Lincoln and return

RCTS-MK

Branch AGM followed by Members' Presentations
THE LINDUM FAYRE - 46233/60009: Kings Cross-Spalding-LincolnNewark-Kings Cross
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS - 44871/45407: Horsham-Ely-Willesden

03-Dec

Steam Train

06-Dec

Steam Train

Alan Cooper

The Southern Region followed by Industrial Railways - Philip Wood
Historical and Technical Background of the Southern Railway - Richard
Allen
Network SE Story – Chris green
Stevenage & District MRC – Network SE Story by Chris Green + Rail Quiz
+ Sales Table, Datchworth Village Hall £5.00
THE CATHEDRALS EXPRESS - 46201: Victoria-Cambridge-Norwich and
return
Enfield’s Railways Part 3. London Transport’s Trams and Trains – Roger
Elkin
Royston MRC 30th Anniversary Show, Bassingbourn
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EVENTS TIMETABLE
Date

Time

Organiser

06-Dec

19:30

LCGB

08-Dec

Steph. LS

10-Dec

Steam Train

Event

(nominally within 35 miles of Sandy)

Engine Sheds (Part 7) - Chris Banks

13-Dec

19:30

RCTS-C

LU 150 – Chris Holmes
THE CHRISTMAS WHITE ROSE - 46233/60009: Kings Cross-York and
return
Annual General Meeting - followed by Members Contributions

14-Dec

19:30

RCTS-H

From Rookie Journalist to Grumpy Old Man - David Percival

17-Dec
20-Dec

Steam Train
14:00

21-Dec

RCTS-W
Steam Train

THE YORK YULETIDE EXPRESS - 46233: Victoria-Melton Mowbray-York
Wisconsin Central - The Birth and Death of a Railroad
THE CHRISTMAS WHITE ROSE - 46233: Cambridge-York and return

Key to Organiser
NLRHS
HMRS
Stev. LS

RCTS
RCTS
RCTS
RCTS

–H
–W
–C
- MK

STS
LCGB
Steph. LS
Model Event

North London Railway Historical Society
Keen House in Calshot St, Pentonville Road, near Kings Cross, Friday evenings or Wednesday afternoons. We
normally invite a speaker and the meetings are informal and in a sociable environment. Guests welcome.
Historical Model Railway Society
Whaddon Way Church Centre, West Bletchley, MK3 7JS, meetings at 19:30 unless stated. No charge to visitors
Stevenage Locomotive Society
Community Arts Centre, Roaring Meg Retail Park, Stevenage SG1 1XN. Meetings start 7.30pm & include
refreshment break. Visitors £2 Day membership on the door (no charge if Stevenage Arts Guild Member)
Railway Correspondence and Travel Society

Hitchin meetings at Walsworth Road Baptist Church, Hitchin

Welwyn Garden City - Methodist Church, at the junction of Ludwick Way and Cole Green Lane, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 3PN, commencing at 14.00 (doors open 13.30)

Cambridge meetings are held at The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambridge CB21 5HD, commencing at
19.30 commencing at 19.30 Free parking is available at the Community Wing.

Milton Keynes meetings at Methodist Church, Silver St., Stony Stratford MK11 1BE, commencing at 19.30
Sandy Transport Society
Conservative Club, Bedford Road, Sandy, doors open 19:10. £2.00 for non-members, includes refreshments
Locomotive Club of Great Britain
Meetings at 7.30pm on Tuesdays at St Johns Church Hall, St John’s Street, Bedford MK42 0DL
Stephenson Locomotive Society
At 19.30, St. John's United Reformed Church Hall, Mowbray Road, New Barnet, Herts, EN5 1RH.
See UK Model Shops Directory for exhibitions and toy fairs
Garden & Woodland Railway, 42 Queens Road, Thame, OX9 3NQ 2pm to 5pm

Steam Train

See Steam Tours UK

Collectors
Event

See UK Model Shops Directory

Alan Cooper
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MEMBERS' MATTERS (1)
Ais Gill in N gauge – Julian Sprott

As several members are aware, I’ve been modelling a branch line of the Southern Pacific Railroad in
the bay area of California set in the late 70’s and early 80’s but I’ve decided to branch out and model
a portion of the Settle and Carlisle in N gauge at Ais Gill.
The reason for this is I had travelled
over this route behind one of
Stanier’s finest pacific locos, 46229
“Duchess of Hamilton” in the early
80’s, travelling in SLOA’s (Steam
Locomotive’s Owners Association) Mk1
Pullman train.

Recently, I decided to purchase Bachmann’s Graham Farish “Cumbrian Mountain Express” set which
came with the loco and three Mk1’s in blue and grey, plus a model of Ais Gill signal box. I was just
going to keep it as a souvenir but after a quick chat with other members, I decided to build a small
exhibition layout based on Ais Gill summit.
I’m trying to recreate the SLOA
Pullman train that I travelled in and
only need to get six more Graham
Farish Parlour Seconds to finish it.

I want to have the “Thames – Clyde Express” as well, but in my time frame it had been truncated to
run as far as Nottingham, but as I’m the “fat controller” on my layout, it will run throughout on my
layout. In addition there will be the local passenger and freight services based on timetables of the
time, and I also want to run a diverted Anglo-Scottish sleeper service and maybe an Inter City service
with an electric loco being dragged over the route.
All my locos will be fitted with sound and I’m seriously tempted in getting one of Graham Farish’s new
Class 108’s with DCC and sound. As it’s a model of one of Carlisle Kingmoor’s units it could have
travelled over the route.
Back to the layout to be built; it will be 12ft x 3ft on three boards using a Digitrax DCC system which I
can use on my US layout as well. Alan Cooper has created an excellent track plan and when he was
creating it, he found out the Ais Gill summit track plan fitted perfectly, almost to scale within my
baseboard foot print.

Alan Cooper
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The fiddle yard will be different as I don’t want a “roundy round” layout, so it has three sidings in
each direction with a Peco turntable at each end. This is to turn the loco without the need of picking
it up and therefore limiting the chance of damage. I want the public to see the train pass in front of
them and then see its return in the opposite direction with possibly a different loco in the lead.
I will be a work in progress and hope you will follow its creation.

MEMBERS' MATTERS (2)
Finchley Road Signal Box
The updated and continued story of Finchley Road’s signal box, by Bern
A photo of my 'completed' model of the Finchley Road signal box appeared in Newsletter No 9
(repeated here, right, compared to the genuine article). At least, I thought it was complete until,
some time later, Alan (the Chairman/Editor one) came up with a photo of the real thing. The model
clearly needed some serious weathering, which I had anticipated, but, more alarmingly, I had actually
painted the planking the wrong colour!

Anyway, it all started about two years ago when Alan presented me with a Churchward Models etched
brass kit for an LNWR Type 4 signal box. We need one of these for Finchley Road, he said. Implicit in
this remark was an understanding that I would go away and build it. Ever the mug, I agreed. Inside the
box was a collection of etched brass frets and a resin casting for the brick base. The resin base
seemed like a good idea and something that would save a lot of time and effort.

Alan Cooper
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Initial progress was hesitant, but once I figured out what the 'spare' parts on the frets were (parts
that were not mentioned in the instructions), and identified those parts that were referred to in the
instructions but not numbered on the frets, I made a start! The first step was to fit the four upper
sides together and the instructions tell you that the front and back locate between the ends. I
soldered them together and offered the completed assembly to the resin base, only to find that it was
too long and didn't fit. I duly unsoldered everything and re-soldered it with the ends between the
front and back. This looked more in proportion, but it still didn't fit the base. I thought the resin base
looked a bit crude anyway, so I threw it in the bin and made a new one out of plasticard to fit the
actual dimensions of my newly re-soldered sides and ends.
The next significant stage in construction was to
solder the windows behind their cut-outs in the front
and end walls. Unfortunately the windows were the
same size as the cut-outs and required a degree of
fiddling to make them fit. I eventually got it to look
right and construction of the rest of the upper part of
the walls was pretty straightforward. The etched
upper walls were now stuck to the base which had
been pre-painted and fitted with a Springfield interior
kit. This was previously owned by our ex-President,
Ron Morrison and I was particularly pleased to have
something of Ron's on Finchley Road.
The steps were next and were a particularly ingenious design. It is difficult to explain, but the side
rails were etched with the steps and arranged in such a way that when the side rails were twisted
through 90° all the steps miraculously rotated into their correct position and were perfectly parallel.
It was an inspired piece of design and saved me the daunting job of soldering each of the 12 steps
individually to the side rails.
The roof consisted of individual etched rows of slates that had to be soldered together with each row
slightly overlapping the one below it. I have to admit that this all seemed a bit excessive to me, so I
cheated and substituted it with Wills embossed plastic sheet. Some fire buckets from the scrap box
finished it off……………until, over a year later, Alan found a photo of the real thing and it was
immediately obvious that I had painted the upper walls in coach cream instead of the pale
cream/stone of the prototype. Fortunately, Alan came to my rescue and offered to re-paint the upper
panels and weather it for me.
“Alan came to the rescue…..” Implicit in Bern’s comment was that he’d like me to do it so, ever the
mug I agreed and so, one evening I set out my workstation (newspapers on the living-room carpet) and
set to. The biggest concern was the repainting of the upper section, my range of paints seemed to
offer little scope until I tried an old tin of white which had gone off!!! So with a very small brush for
the fiddly areas I gently painted away. A couple of times I slipped – on the glazing I simply washed
the paint off with thinners, but on the doors I used it to my advantage by leaving some in the cracks,
washed in with a little thinners, and this approach was also used on some of the maroon paintwork to
duff it down. I then allowed the paint to dry for at least 24 hours.
How to weather? My first attempt was to try a dirty wash over the planking but I was not happy with
it and wiped it away again. Out with the weathering powders, I think they are Carr’s and are an oilybased powder. A mix of dark brown and rust was found at the bottom of the bag, so in went a small
brush and this was applied reasonably liberally over the planking, working it into the corners before
lightly brushing any excess away. I found this worked well, it toned down the paintwork further as I
was hoping.

Alan Cooper
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At the rear of the lavatory is a down pipe from
the guttering, so at the base of the pipe I have
dribbled a small green streak to represent an
old leak. The steps to the first floor had been
painted maroon and I decided to repaint the
central treads a plain wood colour to represent
usage, and a wash of this brown was applied to
the box roof to work into the cracks. It has
dried up quite nicely and I believe it has all
worked in a complementary way to leave the
box now looking a little work-worn.

Alan Cooper
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TRAFFIC NOTICE

East-West Rail

Central Section

Despite me stating last month there may be no updates for a while, here is one!
Since the public announcement of the preferred corridor they have published a document assessing
the 20 (quite varied) route options, and it includes maps showing approximate line routes with
descriptions.
The preferred route is the “Sandy corridor”, but it appears they have rejected the options of using
Bedford Central station, or going via Cambourne, or having a junction north of Sandy followed by
3.7km of tunnelling.
The route suggested appears (care!) to be a new Bedford Parkway south of Bedford, thence between
Cardington & Cotton End, past Northill then between Lower Caldecote and Beeston, south of Sutton
(near Potton), between Wrestlingworth and Eyeworth and then splitting RAF Bassingbourn in two
before joining with the GN route near Foxton This last aspect is actually mentioned in the
accompanying text, as is the fact there would be the need for a 1km viaduct and a new split-level
Sandy station south of the existing one. It would be quite a lot of engineering should it ever get
approved, and is unlikely to open before 2030.
The proposed traffic is interesting too; the consultancy considered Paddington to Cambridge; Bristol
to Norwich and Ipswich; Cambridge to Birmingham and Manchester.
Great Northern route
The routes to Kings Lynn and Peterborough are seeing some stock changes shortly. The older classes
317 and 321 are due to go off lease later this year (though some may be retained) with the
introduction of classes 377 (shown left) and 387/1 Electrostars (right) from October. Some are
already at Hornsey for testing, and I’ve seen 377s near Hitchin a few times since late August. Yes, the
387s look identical, but they are capable of 110 mph and will be used on the fast services. The new
Class 700 units will be introduced locally later in 2017.

Virgin East Coast is introducing a class 90-hauled set for Newark services, with the 90 hired from DB
Cargo, and the bottleneck stretch of line north of Huntingdon is to be restored to 4 tracks.
Alan Cooper
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NOTICE BOARD
Continued from No 10 –
 Oerlikon units – London Road Models has
confirmed it is to produce underframe, bogie and
roof parts to complement the body etches they
already market. This is excellent news, in fact
Bern and I have been excited enough to register
our interest already. However, the firm is
renowned for its slow production, so it may still
be some time……
 Mini layout for testing. This proposal is for
code 75 OO and for N scale, probably code 55,
but you decide! This will be more about testing
and less about layout. It will be very small,
about 12” by 46” and be minimum cost. Jim has
a spare baseboard on which we will create a
limited track test. The ideal would be to make
it multi-functional, eg It could involve point
motor wiring set ups, uncoupling guide & tester
and possible reverse-curved track to check
wheelbase and buffer-lock. Here’s a chance for
some of you to put your thinking caps on for a
design, for which it and the subsequent build can
be a mini-project to run alongside Finchley and
Aylesbury builds. We would like some
volunteers!
 Tip - seen in the model press, to improve
running don’t bother cleaning the track – just rub
a graphite pencil on a stretch of track and the
trains will spread it around the layout to improve
conductivity. The article explains that nickel
silver is one of the more slippery alloys we could
use (!) and of the black muck we try to wipe off,
some 97% of it is cooper oxide - the same stuff as
used in resistors!!

Alan Cooper
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Continued from No 9 – re-presented this time
 Though it has been mentioned, it is too early
to discuss new layouts for a while yet.
However, it seems sensible to continue to state
some of the considerations as they are pertinent
to all our layouts. Our OO layouts are to finer
standards than ‘train set’ using code 75 track.
Aylesbury is using fine code 40. For any layout
we need to stock it with appropriate items
conforming to those track standards.
Suitable means of the right wheel profiles, backto-backs and couplings that will enable the
layout to operate smoothly.
We also want to continue building layouts that
are more than a train set in appearance. Trains
should be from the right period and region, with
loco crew, lamps, corridor connections,
passengers, wagon loads, weathering – all such
details that help lift the layout. Do you have
stock that is suitably prepared?
 Working plans for maintenance at shows to
be raised at a forthcoming meeting
 Keeping our members involved as and
when they can / want to be is vital to the
club and should be on meeting agendas
regularly. We may consider work lists of
some description. Equally, members are
encouraged to speak up to join in.
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OH DEAR, WHAT CAN THE MATTER BE?
I DRANK SOME TEA AND NOW NEED A LAVATORY…
A sojourn into the murky world of bobbies’ natural break requirements – based on an article I found a
few years ago in a signalling digest. This noted that signalmen were champion tea drinkers and
consequently needed facilities.
(1) Bishop’s Stortford.
The South Box men had to use the Up island platform facilities, across
the tracks. In 1961 the station began to be modernised and one of the first things to go was
the loo, much to the chagrin of the signalmen – they now had to walk much further to the
Down platform facilities. They complained, they wrote letters, they threatened to close the
box, but nothing.
Living only 200 yards from the station was the Line Traffic Manager, who usually travelled
home on the 17:16 from Liverpool Street to Ely, first stop Bishop’s Stortford. A few months on
from the demolition of the loo, one evening the signalman communicated “stop all trains” as
he was leaving the box for a much needed break. By the time he returned the 17:16 had been
held at the previous section for more than 10 minutes. The Line Manager demanded to know
the reason and within days a portaloo arrived and construction started on a permanent facility.
(2) Cheshunt. In the severe winter of 1963 the pan in the lavvy at the base of the box shattered
from the frozen water within. It went weeks without repairs, the Station Master made all
manner of excuses so the box men telephoned Stratford directly. They were told that there
was a lack of spares but local Station Masters could contract local firms. The Station Master
claimed there were no firms able to do the work, but, on checking, the signalmen quickly
found three willing to do the work almost immediately! They warned the Station Master the
box would close if he didn’t do something, and he promised to do something by 5pm that day.
Nothing happened, he’d gone home by 5pm, so they telephoned him to return to the station
upon which they delivered the ultimatum the box would close the next day. The morning shift
arrived to find a plumber putting in the finishing touches.
(3) Spelbrook. This had a chemical toilet, which could only be emptied on the trackside verge –
something of concern to the local authority. So plans were made for a new toilet which would
empty into a septic tank, there being no mains sewer. It was estimated this would require
emptying once a year.
The contractors fitted the new facility but couldn’t quite complete the work in a day, leaving
the pan criss-crossed with wires – some sticking up in the middle! – but an area supervisor
judged it to be safe to use as long as you didn’t want a ‘sit down’! Come the night shift man
for the box, and what does he need at 1:15 in the morning?
As allowed, he closed the box
and set off to Sawbridgworth by road. This is two miles and he took the allowed railway
walking time of 20 minutes per mile. By the time he got back to Spelbrook (2:45am) the 23:00
ex-Liverpool Street had been delayed for 75 minutes and a number of freight trains delayed.
The author then reveals that the box man actually used his motorbike to get to Sawbridgworth
& back!!
Not many months later there was quite an aroma – the cess tank was full and overflowing
already – whoever estimated its emptying cycle had not allowed for all the visitors to the box
and the fact that the sink also emptied into the tank, so it actually needed emptying about 4
times a year. This was by means of being pumped in to a large tanker which blocked the level
crossing for 20 minutes while it emptied. Something to incorporate into one of our models??
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